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Jeri Toliver is the Founder and CEO of Flyy Credit Solutions, and an experienced
credit expert and financial literacy advocate that is known for helping educate,
empower, and support our communities in financial advancement through the
power of financial education.
Since 2015, she has been dedicated to providing personal credit, business credit,
and money mastery coaching and workshop’s for young adults, adults, and entrepreneurs to promote economic advancement and drive positive conversations
about money.
In doing this, Jeri has helped her clients secure homeownership, become 100%
debt free, grow their business’s, and develop positive relationships with money
that create generational wealth for their families.

Jeri is a sought after and recognized speaker who has
delivered hundreds of presentations to young adults,
adults and entrepreneurs. She brings a whole lot of
exciting energy wherever she goes! Her educational,
interactive, and down-to-earth approach captivates
her audiences’ hearts and ears, while motivating
them to take action through practical and proven
teachings that work.
Jeri speaks to audiences at elementary, middle,
and high schools. As well as colleges, conferences,
churches, workshops and more.
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5 Bulletproof Ways To Reach 720+ Credit Scores- GUARANTEED
• Gain the formula to flawless, 720+ credit scores and get any creditor to say
“YES” to your application.
• Learn how to get approved for a $10,000 credit card without a credit checkand without doing anything illegal.
• Discover 5 credit repair and rebuilding mistakes that will save you time and
a ton of money.
How to become debt free and triple your income leveraging your credit score.
• Learn how I quickly paid off $32,000 of credit card debt in 8 months- without making more money.
• Discover a little-known secret to paying off a 30 year mortgage in the next
3-5 years.
• Banking like the banks: Copy a winning formula to creating generational
wealth leveraging O.P.M.
• 4 smart investment strategies to triple your income in 90 days and grow
“bigger pockets”
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Business Credit Secrets- Unlocking up to $300,000 to build your business and
fuel our dreams.
• Qualify for up $25k- $300k of business lines of credit in less than 21 days.
• Position your business to enjoy 0% interest for up to 15 months.
• Learn a step-by-step guide to building business credit in 6 months- without
your SSN.
• 5 funding sources to increase your capacity and skyrocket your profits.
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“You were early to arrive and ready to deliver your presentation. You touched on
all of the key items a person should know to understand their credit in a simplified way that the beginner could easily understand. Your presentation was bold,
clean, concise yet thorough and you kept the audience involved and attentive
the entire time.” -Wilonda Cannon
“Willingness to share and be transparent was very refreshing” -Cecelia Marlow

“You’re transparent with you story and your journey into full-time entrepreneurship. Your ability to become relatable makes the audience feel comfortable
trusting you because you don’t come from a place of aggressively selling your
services. You present facts mixed with your personal experiences to educate the
audience.” - Sherri Jordan

“How much you’re willing to give and understand the pains of your
audience.” - Sherise Turner
“No hidden agenda and schemes. Pure information, freely given to
people who often need it the most. :-) Thank you for this.” -Lutalo
McGee
“I most enjoyed your professionalism, promptness and overall presentation from personal appearance to the information provided. You fit
right in with my brand and message.” -Jamesia Johnai
“The overall presentation wowed me. I felt like an attendee rather than
the facilitator. I took notes! Also, you were extraordinarily kind.” -Princess Danica
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